100 Drawing prompts to challenge you
1. Draw your dream house.
Remember to fill the page and label each part
2. Draw what you would most like to eat for breakfast each
morning
3. You have made startling discovery while scuba diving in
the ocean! Draw what you have discovered.
4. Think of three animals. Draw the head of one, the body of
the next and the legs of the third one. Give your new animal
a name. Write it underneath.
5. Draw a picture using only shapes.
6. Draw a picture of what you will be famous for in the future.
7. If you could cast a magic spell what would it be? Draw a
picture of it in action.
8. If there were a flower that could eat people, what would it
look like? Draw this man-eating flower.
9. If you could invent a machine for doing your school work.
What would it look like? Draw your invention.
10. Draw a picture of your favourite time of day. Write a
sentence explaining why it is your best time.
11. High in the Himalayan Mountains lives the abominable
snowman. Draw what you think he looks like.
12. Have you ever been to a circus? Draw a picture of your
favourite act with you as the ringmaster.
13. An alien spaceship has just landed in the playground.
Draw a picture of the scene.

14. Draw a picture of your pet or the pet you would love to
have.
15. Draw a picture of your dream car.
16. Express in your drawing the happiest time you have had
in the past year.
17. Draw a family member or a friend.
18. Draw a picture of the inside of your stomach and the
food in it after a big meal.
Fill your page with your stomach contents.
19. Draw a new piece of sculpture for a sculpture garden
based on the theme of water.
20. Draw your idea of paradise.
21. Draw a spooky place at night.
22. Draw a medal or trophy that you would earn for the thing
you do best. Think about the shape as well as the lettering.
23. Draw a scene from when you were little.
24. Draw an alien from another planet. Draw his home in the
picture.
25. Draw the view you might see looking out from an
aeroplane window.
26. Draw a sandcastle. (Remember the shells and flags!)
27. Draw a scientist’s top secret project.
28. Draw your favourite meal. Remember to draw your plate,
cutlery and cup or glass.
29. Draw your dream job when you leave school.

30. Design a new football strip for your school football team.
Remember to use the school uniform colours.
31. What is your favourite thing to do on a Saturday? Draw
you participating in this activity.
32. Draw the shoes you have on today. Put one in front of
you to copy.
33. Nicola Sturgeon has asked you to design a new flag for
Scotland. Draw the new Scottish flag. (Think about things
that Scotland is famous for)
34. The school has been awarded £10 000 from the lottery
fund to pay for a new playground. Draw a design for the new
playground showing how you would spend the money.
35. Design a new wrapper for your favourite kind of sweet.
36. Design your own cartoon superhero. Draw them saving a
cat from a tree using their amazing super powers.
37. Draw a picture of a roller coaster park.
38. Draw your greatest fear.
39. Draw a picture of the best ever presents you received.
40. Draw yourself screaming because you are scared.
41. Design your own monster truck.
42. Design a new DVD cover for your favourite film.
43. Draw what you would see if you were lying on the ground
outside looking up at the sky.
44. Draw objects that smell bad.
45. Draw objects that smell wonderful.

46. Draw an object melting.
47. Draw an object freezing.
48. Draw a bowl of fruit.
49. Draw Hamley’s the famous toyshop front window. Think
of all the toys you could draw in their display.
50. Draw a large jar filled with strange things e.g. squashed
people, cars and shoes.
51. Draw what the inside of your head might look like. It
could be all the ideas floating about in their or what you think
it really looks like.
52. Draw objects that are on your bedroom floor right now.
Fill your page with as many as you can remember.
53. Draw your ideal bedroom.
54. Draw your favourite animal and where it lives.
55. Draw things that come from eggs. Fill your paper with
examples.
56. Draw things that have wheels. Fill your page with ideas.
57. Draw things that open. Fill your page with examples.
58. Draw things that float. Fill your page with examples.
59. Design a waste paper bin that will encourage children to
put their papers in the bin.
60. Draw a vase and a beautiful arrangement of flowers.
61.Draw a mirror and its reflection.
62. Draw an illustrated letter for your first initial.

63. Draw a view of the jungle.
64. Draw a pirate’s treasure map.
65. Draw a picture of yourself if you grew flowers instead of
hair!
66. Draw a house built underground.
67. Draw yourself in a mood.
68. Design a piece of jewellery based on the theme of fruit. It
could be a necklace, earrings or a whole set.
69. Draw a portrait of you dressed for a fancy dress party.
70. Design a book cover for a book entitled “What a day”.
71.Design your ideal mobile phone with an individualised
cover.
72. Design a new lifetime carrier bag to encourage people to
stop using plastic bags. Remember it will have to be
attractive and easily stored in a handbag or pocket
73. Write a large number in the middle of your page. Turn it
into an animal or person.
74. Draw a picture of yourself the way you will look at age
20.
75. Draw a parade.
76. Draw a picture of an ideal wedding ceremony. Don’t
forget the flowers and the cake.
77. Draw the board from a new game you have invented.
78. Who won the monster beauty contest?

79. Draw the inventor’s time machine.
80. Draw the houses on Strange Street.
81.Fill a table with a feast fit for a king.
82. Draw a pet shop with all the animals for sale.
83. Draw a house made of sweets.
84. Draw the winner of the best beard competition. What did
the other prize winner’s beards look like?
85. Draw a spooky Halloween pumpkin.
86. Draw the best clown in the circus.
87. Draw the ingredients for the wicked witch’s
potion.
88. Draw a knight fighting a fearsome dragon.
89. Cool surfboard dude!
90. Wow! What an amazing fish tank!
91. Draw a poodle pampered and primped for the dog show.
92. Draw a sky full of flying pigs!
93. Oh No! The animals have escaped from the zoo!
94. Crack! Something strange has just hatched from an egg.
95. Draw a city from 200 years in the future.

96. What does the inside of your spaceship look like?
Remember to draw you as the astronaut.
97. Draw the scenery and costumes for an act of your
favourite show.
98. You are very rich. Draw a luxury tent for camping in the
woods.
99. Draw a map of the kind of island you’d like to get
shipwrecked on.
100.If you had your own private jet what would it look like?

